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Abstrat. The Penn State/Toru« Centre for Astronomy Searh for Plan-
ets Around Evolved Stars is a high-preision radial veloity (RV) survey
aiming at planets detetion around giant stars. It is based on obser-
vations obtained with the 9.2 m Hobby-Eberly Telesope. As proper
interpretation of high preision RV data for red giants requires om-
plete spetral analysis of targets we perform spetral modeling of all
stars inluded in the survey. Typially, rotation veloities and metalli-
ities are determined in addition to stellar luminosities and temperatures
what allows us to estimate stellar ages and masses. Here we present
preliminary results of metalliity studies in our sample. We searh a
metalliity dependene similar to that for dwarfs by omparing our re-
sults for a sample of 22 giants earlier than K5 showing signiant RV
variations with a ontrol sample of 58 relatively RV-stable stars.
1 Introdution
Over 300 planet-hosting stars are known today, approximately 20 of them being
evolved stars that have left the Main Sequene already. As the population of hosts
of extrasolar planets grows fast it has beome very interesting to look for statistial
properties of these objets and possible orrelations between fundamental stellar
parameters and planet ourrene to understand better the planetary formation
senario.
One of the most intriguing features of planet hosting stars, the metalliity en-
hanement for main-sequene dwarfs was found and desribed by Gonzalez (1997)
and Santos et al. (2001, 2004). In the ase of FGK-type dwarfs the spetrosopi
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studies by Fisher & Valenti (2005) have demonstrated that extrasolar planets tend
to be disovered more often around stars revealing higher metalliity.
Giants hosting exoplanets don't seems to be metal-rih objets (Pasquini et al.
2007; Hekker et al. 2007, 2008) but due to small statistis these results remain
unertain still. In this paper we attempt to verify the planet ourrene vs. host
metalliity relation for giants using a sample of 80 late-type giants from our survey
(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. HR diagram for our sample of 22 RV-variable stars (lled symbols) and 58
RV-stable stars (open symbols). Quadrati points present the two planet-hosting giants
(HD 17092 and HD 102272) from this survey.
2 Observations and data redution
The observational material used in this work are high quality, high-resolution
optial spetra of late-type stars observed within our survey. Most of them are
unstudied before objets and only HD 17092 and HD 102272 are already known
as planet hosting stars (Niedzielski et al. 2007, 2008).
Observations were made with the Hobby-Eberly Telesope (HET) (Ramsey
et al. 1998) equipped with the High Resolution Spetrograph (HRS) (Tull 1998)
in the queue sheduled mode (Shetrone 2007). The spetrograph was used in
the R=60.000 resolution mode and it was fed with a 2 arse ber. The spetra
onsisted of 46 Ehelle orders reorded on the 'blue' CCD hip (407.6-592 nm)
and 24 orders on the 'red' one (602-783.8 nm). Typial signal to noise ratio was
200-250 per resolution element. The basi data redution were performed using
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standard IRAF
1
tasks and sripts.
To estimate fundamental stellar parameters suh as eetive temperature, sur-
fae gravity, miroturbulene veloity and metalliity we use a purely spetrosopi
method based on analysis of iron lines. We therefore need equivalent widths (EW)
of hundreds of Fe I and Fe II lines for every objet. To this end we use DAOSPEC
 a ode whih measures EWs in an automati manner (Panino & Stetson 2007).
We onlude that the EWs obtained with DAOSPEC are in good agreement with
our previous hand-made measurements.
3 Method and results
The atmospheri parameters for program stars were obtained with the TGVIT
algorithm developed by Takeda et al. in 2002 and updated in 2005a and 2005b.
This purely spetrosopi method is based on analysis of iron lines and relies on
three onditions resulting form assumption of LTE that have to be satised: (a) the
abundanes derived from Fe I lines may not show any dependene on the lower
exitation potential (exitation equilibrium); (b) the averaged abundanes from
Fe I and Fe II lines must be equal (ionization equilibrium); () the abundanes
derived from Fe I lines may not show any dependene on the equivalent widths
(mathing the urve of growth shape). In our ase these three requirements are
fullled.
The sample under onsideration is omposed of 22 red giants showing RV
variations of 250 m s
−1
> RV > 40 m s
−1
(possible planetary-mass ompanions
hosts) and a ontrol sample of 58 giants with RV < 40 m s
−1
, presumably single
stars.
For the sample of 80 stars we determined intrinsi stellar parameters using
≈100 Fe I and ≈10 Fe II lines from the lists presented in Takeda et al. (eletroni
table) identied in the 'blue' region of HET/HRS spetra. Lines stronger than 150
mÅ at exitation potential less than 0.5 eV were rejeted to avoid a disturbing of
mean iron abundane trend relative to the exitation potential and EWs.
Metalliity was estimated with a satisfatory auray of σ[Fe/H℄ = 0.06 dex,
on average, for all objets. We obtained the mean values of [Fe/H℄ = -0.41 dex
for the sample of stars exhibiting RV variations and [Fe/H℄ = -0.26 dex for the
RV-stable giants from the ontrol sample (or -0.25 dex if we take into aount
subgiants also, i.e. stars on Fig. 1 with log(L/Lsun) < 1.3).
These results show the tendeny suggested by Pasquini et al. (2007) but exag-
gerated. Giants demonstrating signiant RV variations and thus suspeted planet
hosts are on average more metal-poor (Fig. 2) but the dierene between the two
samples is bigger than expeted. As the dierene in metalliity is muh bigger
that estimated metalliity unertainty we onlude that the average metalliity
1
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of evolved stars with signiant RV variations is 0.15 dex (2.5 σ) lower than the
mean value for the ontrol sample of the RV-stable stars from our sample.
Fig. 2. Metalliity distribution for the sample of 80 giants. Stars with signiant ra-
dial veloity variations (grey olumns) are shifted in metalliity towards lower values
omparing to RV stable objets (blak olumns).
The result is very preliminary. The future work (in progress) will extend the
EWs measurements to the 'red' region of HET/HRS spetra inreasing the number
of identied iron lines and thus will verify the metalliity determination. The
nature of the RV variations of the 22 possible planetary hosts has to be studied in
detail as well before we onrm the metalliity depletion in planet hosting giants.
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